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www.dmropenstudios.com.au

Welcome to the inaugural Daylesford Macedon
Ranges Open Studios - in other words a
celebration of the cornucopia of talented artists
living and working in the region! We invite you
on our magic carpet to visit them on the first
two weekends in November!
Over recent years, the Daylesford Macedon
Ranges region - or DMR - has developed iconic
status for its day-visit distance from Melbourne
and concentration of spa and wellness centres,
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The DMR Open Studios carpet is a new trail
for discovering the unique character of the
individual neighbourhoods and historic villages
of our region - spread from Romsey to Mt
Macedon, to the small village of Malmsbury,
across to Woodend, Kyneton, Trentham,
Daylesford and beyond. DMR Open Studios
will give you the opportunity of going ‘behind
the scenes’ directly to the point of creation,
meeting 30 of our talented artists in their
creative spaces and getting to know their
artwork and inspiration.

We are indebted to Arts Philanthropist Peter
Clemenger who recognized the synchronicity
of the Cambridge program with our region
and initiated the project.
The size of the region dictates a practical
division into drivable ‘zones’ for visitors to
explore in a day’s or a weekend’s visit. Come
and discover the heart of DMR. Experience
its cultural soul and expand your own.
Find your inner artist in DMR!

Jill Rivers
CREATIVE PRODUCER
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vignerons, culinary masters and producers of
fine food and wine. Its other cultural riches, the
painters, sculptors, jewellers, ceramicists, metal
artists, textile artists, designers and various other
artists operating in the region, have remained
out of the public eye. DMR Open Studios is
‘Open Sesame’ - unlocking the doors of their
studios and treasures within.

The concept of the program is based on the
Open Studios in Cambridge U.K., which has
been operating for 30 years. In the 1960s,
artists in Cambridge were among the first in
that country to throw open their studio doors
and invite local people to discover how original
works of art and crafts are made - in the belief
that art, craft and creativity should be integral
to everyday life and local communities.

Group Exhibition
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Daylesford Macedon Ranges Open Studios
Group Exhibition
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Touring Map
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Artists are listed alphabetically by surname

8-22

* All Artist Studios are open 10am -5pm
during Open Studios unless otherwise stated.
All other times by appointment only
or hours set by studio.
Galleries

Come and preview the artists work prior to
spending your day traversing our region to
the individual studios.
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Peter Clemenger
COMMITTEE

03 5423 2429
03 5427 1718

Sue Walker
Colleen Weste
Larissa Wolf-Tasker
Karen Woodbury

0418 179 120
03 5426 3322
0418 506 784
0417 127 917

03 5422 0319

CREATIVE PRODUCER

0418 389 189

CREATIVE TEAM

Guidebook Design & Website
Editor

Curatorial Panel
Chris Deutscher
Mary Lou Jelbart
Karen Woodbury

Con Tsoukas
www.sharppixel.com.au
Jill Rivers

Sunday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday
Sunday

28 October
3 November
4 November
5 November
6 November
7 November
10 November
11 November

Thanks to our Sponsors
THIS PROJECT WAS MADE POSSIBLE BY THE
GENEROSITY OF OUR INITIATOR, PATRON
AND FOUNDING SPONSOR, PETER CLEMENGER
WITH THE EXTRA FUNDING SUPPORT
OF MACEDON RANGES SHIRE COUNCIL
AND OUR OTHER VALUED SPONSORS.
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Jeremy Barrett
Anthony Clarke
Petrus Spronk (February to May)
Robyn Till, MRSC (ex officio)

Jill Rivers

LOCATION

St. Paul’s Anglican Church Hall
22 Yaldwyn Street, Kyneton
or enter through St. Paul’s Park in Piper Street

Contact
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The best way to start your Open Studios experience
is at the Group Exhibition in Kyneton. It showcases
artwork from each of our 30 participating artists
in one of the region’s beautifully restored
heritage buildings.

Bendigo

Touring Map - Studio Locations
01. 	Marian Alexopoulos
121 Forbes Rd, Macedon

16. 	Louise Otten
230 Blackwood Rd, Trentham

02.	Liz Archer
35 Fourteenth St, Hepburn Springs

17.	Ashika Ostapkowicz
126 Three Chain Rd, Carlsruhe

03.	Anita Barley
2 Morris Rd, Woodend

18.	Padma Ostapkowicz
126 Three Chain Rd, Carlsruhe

04. Jeremy Barrett
46 Mollison St, Malmsbury

19. Geraldine Phelan
60 Dettman’s Ln, Kyneton

05. Bridget Bodenham
90 Ajax Rd, Hepburn Springs

20. Russell Petherbridge
110 Steele’s Rd, Yandoit

06.	Dianne Coulter
4154 Creswick Newstead Rd, Allendale

21.	Roger Roberts
5401 Midland Hwy,
Dry Diggings, Daylesford

08.	Jacqueline Geraghty
17 Baker St, Malmsbury
09.	Frances Guerin
55 Whitegum Drv, Wheatsheaf
10.	Frances Harkin
End of Bowen St, Trentham
11.	Margaret Holgate
15 Robb Drv, Romsey
12.	Tim Jones
73 Colwells Rd, Newham
13.	George Lianos
14 Cameron St, Malmsbury
14.	Maxine McKee
98 Trio Rd, Kyneton

15
19

07

14

22.	Chris Rowe
121 Frith Mill Rd, Lyonville
23.	Lorna Ryan-Burden
498 Mt Macedon Rd, Mt Macedon
24.	Anthony Schibelli
125 Whitegum Drv, Wheatsheaf
25.	Anthony Vanderzweep
63 Hamilton St, Gisbourne

09
24
27

26.	Colleen Weste
175 Waterfalls Rd, Mt Macedon
27.	Rose Wilson
385 James Ln, Fernhill
28.	Jessie Geraghty Wreford
17 Baker St, Malmsbury
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29.	Allan Wolf-Tasker
4 King St, Daylesford
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30.	Ellie Young
700 James Ln, Trentham East
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15.	Maggie Miller
15 Wedge Crt, Kyneton Bushland
Resort, Kyneton

08 13

Carlsruhe

07.	Sarah Gabriel
37B Piper St, Kyneton
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Marian Alexopoulos
PAINTER
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Anita Barley
BOTANICAL & NATURAL HISTORY ARTIST
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My work is diverse as I embrace all types of painting media
and love to explore their characteristics. Mixed media offers
an exciting range of creative possibilities. I like to draw
upon the figure, still life and the natural world as subjects of
interest and inspiration. I approach my work with an openended, expressive and inventive frame of mind.

I have worked in this field for 35 years, initially for the Royal
Botanic Gardens in Melbourne, creating complex works that
are simultaneously scientific, artistic and intensely personal.
I am driven by a keen observation and sense of wonder, to
record the beautiful, fragile and intricate natural world, often
into a narrative reflection on social and cultural history.

P: 03 5426 1449
121 Forbes Road, Macedon

P: 03 5427 3012
2 Morris Road, Woodend
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Liz Archer
PAINTER

My work explores trans-cultural concepts and draws on
a repertoire of appropriated symbols from Chinese and
Japanese traditional imagery, I reinterpret them into my
own visual stories.
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Jeremy Barrett
PAINTER & PRINTMAKER

I make paintings in oil-based materials and prints
(monotypes, linocuts, collagraphs), which are essentially
abstract, but reflect my sensory experience of the
natural environment.

Video demonstration - 10:30 - 11am Chinese symbology,
2 - 2:30pm Japanese symbology
P: 03 5348 4008 www.lizarcher.com
35 Fourteenth Street, Hepburn Springs

P: 03 5423 2429 www.jeremybarrett.com.au
46 Mollison Street, Malmsbury
Open 3,4,5,6 November only
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Bridget Bodenham
CERAMICIST
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I make objects that can be used such as pestle and
mortars, funnels, spoons and paddles, strainers and
tableware. I also make a range of fine porcelain jewelry
including rings, neckpieces, earrings, brooches and
bangles. I try to create beautiful objects to use and
hold and hope they excite the imagination.
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Sarah Gabriel
PENCILER & PRINTMAKER
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I draw inspiration from nature and my experience of being
part of it. My works on paper and hand coloured drypoint
etchings capture the energy and spirit of my environment
in the country through my line work.
Demonstrations - 2.30pm, 4 & 5 November

P: 0434 030 931 www.bridgetbodenham.com.au
90 Ajax Road, Hepburn Springs
Open 3, 4, 5, 6 November only

P: 03 5422 1710 www.lauristonpress.com.au
37B Piper Street, Kyneton
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Dianne Coulter
PAINTER & SCULPTOR
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Jacqueline Geraghty
PAINTER & PRINTMAKER
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Art for me is without boundaries It is imbued in all facets
of life driven by a thirst to express and to respect life with
an enthusiasm and love. Unbridled over-the-top living!
One life...

Since moving from inner city Melbourne, I have been
inspired by the landscape - my immediate landscape and
its changing seasons and light. Each year I create a series of
paintings celebrating living in Malmsbury and am working
on a lino-cut series of ionic views. My concurrent theme of
Mediations with Iris reflects my interest in Oriental Art.

P: 03 5345 6 378
4154 Creswick Newstead Rd, Allendale (Cnr Ryans Junction Rd)

P: 03 5423 2565
17 Barker Street, Malmsbury

Frances Guerin
CERAMICIST, DRAWER & PAINTER
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My interests are Celtic mythology and alchemy. My
Ceramic work is based on the sea journey, trees and
figures. The Handmade books and paintings I create are
records of myths in ink, shellac, watercolours and acrylics.
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Margaret Holgate
PAINTER
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Demonstrations daily - 2pm

My aim is to present a contemporary vision in a personal
language. My work explores my particular interest in
capturing a contemplative dimension in reflections
and shadows on the surface of water and light within
landscape. Similarly, in my portraits, I seek to capture
my subject’s deeper interior life.

P: 03 5348 7657 www.whitegumstudio.com.au
55 Whitegum Drive, Wheatsheaf

P: 03 5429 5907
15 Robb Drive, Romsey
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Frances Harkin
GOLD & SILVERSMITH

10

Tim Jones
PRINTMAKER & PAINTER
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I am inspired by organic forms and like to transform these
forms from natural objects into pieces made from silver,
gold and copper as well as shibuichi (Japanese alloy) and
titanium. I am intrigued by the potential of natural forms
to be hand-worked into unique jewellery - contemporary
pieces that are timeless with an old world finish.

I work in the mediums of sculpture and wood engraving.
My work is inspired by local landscape literature and
childhood memory. I sculpt in wood, bronze, and stone.
My work is represented by most of Australia’s public art
collections and last year The British Museum, London
acquired six of my works on paper.

P: 0425 766 799 www.etsy.com/shop/FrancesHarkin
Made in Trentham - End of Bowen Street (on dirt road), Trentham

P: 03 5427 0561 www.timjonesartist.com
73 Colwells Road, Newham

George Lianos
SCULPTOR
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From a very young age, I was drawn to sculpture, using
various media, first mud from the vegie garden, later
wood and clay, then hydrostone, cast marble and steel. I
am attracted to each medium because of its beauty and
inherent qualities. I love simplicity and grace, and my aim is
to create from each sculpture, a sense of internal peace.

Maggie Miller
PAINTER
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My work defies brief description as it ranges over a wide
range of media and subjects including landscapes, still life,
portraits, big cats, and mysterious cloaked figures in the
moonlight. I draw upon various sources, including studying
animals at the zoo. When cats look at you, it’s amazing.
They look right into your eyes.
Demonstrations - 2pm & 4pm daily
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P: 03 5423 2155 www.picasaweb.google com
Singing Tree Farm - 14 Cameron Street, Malmsbury

P: 03 5422 7097 www.maggiemiller.com
15 Wedge Court, Kyneton Bushland Resort, Kyneton
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Maxine McKee
CERAMICIST, SCULPTOR & PAINTER
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Louise Otten
PAINTER
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My work explores drawing and painting in mixed media on
paper complimented by porcelain paper clay sculptures
incorporating glass and transparent decals and lighting effects
creating individual pieces and installations. Centered on why
we have white weddings, the work stems from a personal
emotional base yet communicates as a universal story.

My artworks are inspired by my love for nature, together
with my journey in this life. I work in the realm of realism,
which is carried into symbolism and beyond. The paintings
are done in acrylics with the use of stencils I make and/or
with handmade papers and jewellery.

P: 03 5422 3534
98 Trio Road, Kyneton

P: 03 5424 1373 Pandora Ponds Gallery and Studio
230 Blackwood Road, Trentham

Ashika Ostapkowicz
SCULPTOR
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The stones that I collect rest like sleeping giants on our
land - sometimes for months, sometimes more than a year.
I look at them whenever I walk by, until the vision comes to
me. When I carve the stone, I tread gently - often leaving
the moss and lichen as it was before the touch of my
hand. The message in my work is always connected to the
fragility and uncompromising power of nature, so closely
connected to our existence and continuity.
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Geraldine Phelan
MOSAIC, GLASS ARTIST & CERAMICIST

19

My current mosaic work of glass, ceramic tile, stone,
mirror and other material, includes both two and threedimensional pieces, mostly large and colourful for use
outdoors. The sculptural and 2D pieces include ceramic
and glass items produced and fired in my kilns. The work is
sculptural and functional, hand-built and wheel-thrown.
P: 03 5422 7154
The Glasshouse Studio - 60 Dettman’s Lane, Kyneton
Hours 10am - 4pm. Daily demonstrations.
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Padma Ostapkowicz
PAINTER

18

After years exhibiting my own work, the focus of my
creative expression has moved toward working with others
to rekindle the innate creative potential that we are all
born with. I have always been a passionate artist, and after
years of combining that passion with meditation, have
enjoyed a continuous flow of inspiration, now shared in
a variety of ways with the Macedon Ranges community.

Russell Petherbridge
METAL ARTIST & JEWELLER
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Demonstration - Mandala daily

I work in metal - mainly steel, stainless steel, silver and
gold. All work is fabricated and created in the studio. Over
the last forty-plus years of creating art, the collection has
become many and varied: from decorative potbelly stoves,
personalised corporate gates, graveyard memorials and
large city installations to “Bunnikins” silver brooches.

Ashika and Padma
P: 03 5422 3322 www.embraceart.com
126 Three Chain Road, Carlsruhe

P: 03 5476 4315 russellpetherbridge.blogspot.com/
110 Steele’s Road, Yandoit

Roger Roberts
PAINTER
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I have been an artist all my life - painting and draughtsmanship
is my strength and foundation. I am not interested in fads or
gimmicks. I like to think my work is timeless - traditionalist
with a contemporary edge. My subject matter is Still Life.
I also have produced a series of Bird’s Nest paintings,
large Free Form pastel and charcoal Life Drawings.

Lorna Ryan-Burden
PAINTER & PRINTMAKER
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The landscape and magnificent skies are the most
influencing factors in my work, not in a representational
sense, but conveying a more subliminal concept, a feeling
of awe and splendor. Rather than copying nature, I want to
interpret it. It is the result of my connection between the
land and myself.
Solar plate demonstrations - 2pm, 3 & 10 November
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P: 03 5476 4499 rogerrobertsart.blogspot.com
5401 Midland Highway, Dry Diggings, Daylesford

P: 03 5426 4508 www.lornaryanburden.blogspot.com.au
Greyfriars - 498 Mt Macedon Road, Mt Macedon
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Chris Rowe
2D, MIXED MEDIA ARTIST
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Anthony Schibelli
FRESCO PAINTER, WATERCOLOURIST, PHOTOGRAPHER & BOOK ARTIST

24

My people are schematic, of no particular race or creed,
described purely by body language, profile or silhouette.
Blending with their surrounds and each other their
existence is dependent on these forces. They gather,
confer, wait, and search to understand themselves,
each other and their world.

My Watercolour and Fresco paintings depict important
traffic interchanges of Victoria and New York State
,two locales I work and continue to be lost in. My new
photography works are inspired by Ikebana and the
symbolic Language of Flowers, a surprising result I call
“Deflowered.” I also create unique book editions of my work.

P: 03 5348 5679 www.absolutearts.com/chrisrowe
121 Frith Mill Road, Lyonville

P: 03 5348 3923 www.anthonyscibelli.com
125 Whitegum Drive, Wheatsheaf

Anthony Vanderzweep
SCULPTOR & PRINTMAKING

20
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Rose Wilson
PAINTER
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I have developed a preference for sculpting animals.
Rather than producing just a study of nature, I seek to
accentuate in a sculpture an animal’s strength or charm,
often choosing to elongate limbs or exaggerate the body
volume, for the purpose of making a work of art, of beauty,
that will be valued for life.

Even though the subjects of my portraits are ever changing,
my technique of using my hands to mould the contours of
the face and body straight onto the canvas remains. It’s a
technique similar to the application of ceremonial clay prior
to performance, whereby it is smeared over the body. I also
create symbolic narratives of the surrounding landscape.

P: 035428 4587 www.avanderzweep.com.au
63 Hamilton Street (entrance Stephen Street) Gisbourne

P: 03 5424 8026 www.rosewilson.com.au
385 James Lane, Fernhill
Open 3, 4 November only
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Colleen Weste
TEXTILE ARTIST

26

I have been a silk artist for many years. I combine my love
of colour and a spiritual connection to the bush to create
individual silk and wool wearable art. I am addicted to
dyeing. I hand paint on white silk, dyeing and overdyeing
with French dyes, using a Japanese shibori resist technique
to create colourful patterns and textures.

P: 03 5426 3322 www.silkandthreads.com
Silk & Threads Waterfalls Studio - 175 Waterfalls Rd, Mt Macedon

Jessie Geraghty Wreford
ART GLASS JEWELLER
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I have always had a passion for glass, growing up in my
father, Don Wreford’s, Glassblowing Studio in Daylesford.
This passion has translated into a journey of creating
beautiful new forms with glass. I create a wide range of
jewellery and variety of tiles, platters and mirrors.

P: 03 5423 2565
Gorjess Glass Jewellery - 17 Barker Street, Malmsbury
(shared with Jacqueline Geraghty)

GALLERIES TO VISIT
MADE
MADE is an intimate gallery space at the top of Howe
Street in Daylesford. The gallery has changing exhibitions,
large works on canvas, wonderful pottery and a developing
sculpture garden.
Jo Ruchel P: 0437 687 942 made@theraglan.com.au
1 Camp Street, Daylesford
Open Friday, Saturday, Sunday 11am - 5 pm

Allan Wolf-Tasker
PAINTER
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The studio …a place of light and colour, optimism and
determined activity. The urge to “make stuff” has always
been present for me. The medium however has been
varied; currently paint, pastels and ink. What an indulgence
it is to be able to assemble an evolving commentary on life
and the landscape that surrounds me.
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The Chamber Gallery & Coffee House
The Chamber Art & Coffee House has occupied the iconic
Council Chambers near the Clocktower in Woodend’s
main street, since July this year. A relaxed gallery and
meeting place.
Philip Holgate P: 0432 162645 philip@thechamber.net.au
90 High Street Woodend
Open Wednesday to Sunday 9am - 5pm

P: 0418506784 www.allanwolftasker.com.au
Lake House - 4 King Street, Daylesford

The Convent is known as a temple for the Arts - a place
where art, food, culture, history and spirituality unite.
Nestled on the crest of Wombat Hill Botanical Gardens
overlooking Daylesford, The Convent is a magnificent,
imposing 19th Century historic mansion with 3 floors
of exhibitions, a cafe, bar, restored chapel and Nun’s
Museum, set in expansive gardens.

Ellie Young
HANDCRAFTED PHOTOGRAPHY PROCESSOR

P: 03 53483211 info@theconvent.com.au
Corner Hill and Daly Streets, Daylesford
Open daily 10am - 4pm
30

I hand make photographic images using processes that
were discovered almost 180 years ago. The macro lens
opens up a wonderful concealed world that I capture on
8 x 10 film. My captivation with of the art, science and the
craft of photography is multi-tiered but always drawn back
to see the world beyond the familiar.

Woodbine Art

P: 03 5424 1835 www.goldstreetstudios.com.au
700 James Lane, Trentham East
Open 3,4,5,6 November only

Anita von Bibra P: 0412 121 022 woodbine.art@gmail.com
2644 Daylesford Road, Malmsbury
Open Friday to Monday 11am - 5pm

Woodbine Art is a small gallery housed in a historic
building in Malmsbury. It specializes in contemporary art
in a broad range of media from quality painters, sculptors,
printmakers and ceramicists.
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The Convent
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Wombat Hill House
COUNTRY CHAMP 2012 - THE AGE CHEAP EATS

Alla Wolf-Tasker and the Lake House team present
their garden, café & store in the historic & picturesque
Wombat Hill Botanic Gardens.
It offers simple seasonal food, sourced locally
wherever possible, served in one of Daylesford’s most
beautiful locations, with wine by the glass or bottle,
take home food, pantry provisions and gifts.
P: 03 4373 0099 sayhello@wombathillhouse.com.au
Wombat Botanic Gardens
Car Entry off Central Spring Road, Daylesford
Open Thursday to Monday 9am - 4pm

FOR FULL DETAILS VISIT
www.dmropenstudios.com.au
3, 4, 5, 6 & 10-11 NOVEMBER 2012
STUDIOS OPEN 10am - 5pm

